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India’s Sovereign Green Bonds 
May Bolster Financing Capacity 
Government Policies Continue to Stimulate Financing Needs 

First Issuance Highlights National Climate Commitments 
The inaugural sovereign green bonds issued by India reflect the growing policy focus to scale up 

domestic financing capacity on climate mitigation and adaptation. We expect the bonds to be 
held largely by domestic investors, incentivised by the national climate policy to mobilize  
financing resources for green activities.    

The first issuance in January 2023 comprised two tranches, with five- and 10-year maturities, 
totalling INR80 billion (USD1 billion). A second offering, also comprising of two tranches with 
five-and 10-year maturities raised an additional INR80 billion on 9 February.  

Proceeds from the sovereign green bonds will go towards projects that meet India’s  
decarbonisation targets, which include achieving net-zero emissions by 2070, reducing  

emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030 over 2005 levels, and increasing the share of non-
fossil fuel energy resources to 40% by 2030.  

The government published its Sovereign Green Bond Framework in October 2022, aligning 

itself with the International Capital Market Association’s Green Bond Principles. The  
framework identifies how the proceeds from green bonds will be allocated to projects such as 

renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean transportation, sustainable water and waste  
management, and green buildings.   

The outstanding amount of GSSS1 bonds issued by Indian entities stood at USD 19.17 billion by 

December 2022, making up roughly 3.8% of the overall outstanding corporate bonds in India. In 
terms of issuance, green bonds accounted for the majority of labelled bonds issued in India , 
accounting for a total of USD20 billion by January 2023.  

Indian green bond issuers are heavily concentrated in the energy sector, dominated by large 
energy companies using the proceeds to build renewable energy projects, particularly solar.  

Intention to Boost Domestic Labelled Bond Market 

The government’s landmark sovereign green bond issuance intends to spur the domestic 

sustainable debt market by encouraging domestic investors to participate more actively in the  

1 GSSS bonds refer to green, social, sustainability and sustainability-linked bonds. 
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GSSS space. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) expects the sovereign green bond issuance will  

ultimately provide a pricing reference for private-sector issuers to raise GSSS debt in local 
currency, which will in turn promote a greater capital flow into green projects.  

India’s sovereign bonds are held largely by domestic investors, including commercial banks, 

insurance companies and the RBI (based on data from the RBI), while at the same time  
Sustainable Fitch has observed a strong preference for raising GSSS debt in US dollars among  

Indian issuers – nearly 90% – while local-currency issuance makes up another 10%, with only 
one euro issuance (in 2021). We think this is due mainly to strong demand from offshore  

investors in GSSS debt, but also a relatively underdeveloped domestic debt capital market for 
labelled bonds.  

A study by the Climate Policy Initiative pointed to the difficulty for many entities in India’s  

infrastructure sector to access financing through the local capital market, due to lower credit 
ratings, lack of credit guarantees, and less investor demand for local bond issuance. This has 

contributed to a shallow domestic sustainable debt market, in contrast to the large amount of 
infrastructure capital being allocated to renewable energy in India  – an estimated USD14.5 

billion in the 2020-2021 fiscal year, according to data from the Institute for Energy Economics  
and Financial Analysis. 

We expect local commercial banks and insurers to represent the majority of investors for 

India’s’ sovereign green bonds. Government policy reaffirmed the crucial role of banks and 
financial institutions in financing the low carbon transition and supporting national climate 

commitments. Moreover, the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India  
encourages insurers to consider investing in sovereign green bonds. 2  Domestic commercial  

banks are incentivised by the central bank to expand lending through a special lending channel, 
Priority Sector Lending, towards green and sustainable projects such as renewable energy .  

Industrial Policy Shifts to Spur Further GSSS Debt Issuance  
The Indian government has introduced a number of incentives to accelerate investment in 
renewable energy. The “Make in India” initiative seeks to boost the domestic manufacturing  

base for renewable energy, including wind turbines and solar components. According to 
forecasts by Fitch Solutions, renewables generation will experience the largest growth of all 
India’s power types, with annual average growth of 8.7% from end-2022 to 2032.  

The costs associated with reaching net-zero emissions by 2070 are massive. Research from an 
Indian think-tank, Council on Energy, Environment and Water, indicates that the country will  

need cumulative investments of USD10.1 trillion to scale up generation from renewable energy 
and associated generation, distribution and transmission infrastructure . 3  In our view, 

government clean-energy green growth targets, incentive policies and programmes will spur 
further fundraising needs from domestic issuers in renewable energy, energy efficiency and 
clean transportation.  

Following the sovereign green bond issuance, we would expect project developers to use the  
momentum in the market and seek capital-raising directly from the domestic bond market. 

However, further structural changes are needed to improve financing conditions for project 
developers, such as implementing public-sector credit guarantees to lower financing costs, or 
increasing default protection for investors through credit default swaps.  

India does not yet have a green taxonomy, despite GSSS bond issuance activity from Indian 
entities since 2015. The Sustainable Finance Roadmap of India, set up by the government in 

2020, aims to establish a taxonomy for sustainable activities, which we believe is crucial to 
establish the definition of eligible green activities, providing more clarity for investors and 
encouraging further issuance in the domestic green bond market.  

 

 

                                                                                           
2 Sovereign Green Bonds (SGrBs)- Classification and Categorisation, Insurance Regulatory and 
Development Authority of India.  
3 Investment Sizing India’s 2070 Net-Zero Target, Council on Energy, Environment and Water, November 
2021.  

https://irdai.gov.in/web/guest/document-detail?documentId=1836032
https://www.ceew.in/cef/solutions-factory/publications/CEEW-CEF-Investment-Sizing-India%E2%80%99s-2070-Net-Zero-Target.pdf
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